INTRO

Bass Guitar

I BE ON MY.... (HALF TIME) - Use Octave Pedal, 8vb

VERSE 1

Bright Marvin Soul \( \frac{1}{4} = 102 \)
CHORUS 1

36  Em7  Dmaj7

40  Em7  Dmaj7

44  Em7  Dmaj7

48  Em7  Dmaj7

VERSE 2

52  Em7  thumb muting - four bars

56  Em7  Dmaj7

60  Em7  Bm7  F7  Em7

64  Em7  A9

66  Dmaj7
CHORUS 2

JAY-Z RAP (HALF TIME) - Use Octave Pedal, 8vb  Heavy R&B $\frac{d}{d} = 102$
Suit & Tie

OUTRO  Bright Marvin Soul  $j = 102$

Hope this chart is helpful to you! I aim for accuracy and will always keep my transcriptions 100% free.
That said, any gratuity - and/or a follow - is always appreciated! Thank you!
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